as in the case of the prediction of particularly violent earthquakes, forecasting extremely ex post and ex ante forecasts could provide a transparent risk assessment tool to decision makers.
the Srebrenica massacre is readily identifiable. The estimated power law feanrres a scaling parameter of a= 1.84 (± 0.08) which implies that the probability distribution is considerably heavy-tailed. 41 Figure 1 -B depicts om prediction results for the historical probability of the Srebrenica massacre.
42 Given the finite sample, we need to accmmt for tmcertainty in the estimated power law parameters, which is done by estimating slightly diverging power law models. 43 We accmmt for tmcertainty in parameters by estimating 10,000 bootstrapped power laws. 90% uncertainty inteiVals of the ex post probabilities are constructed by sampling 1,000 synthetic data sets from evety bootstrap power law model. For the Bosnian war, we ascertain an historical probability of 49% (25o/o-73%) for at least one violent event of 6,000 or more civilians killed between 1990 and 1995.
44 These probabilities suggest that the massacre in Srebrenica was not a statistical outlier but rather a typical outcome of tl1e process w1derlying this conflict. x). the power law IS displayed as a straight line with a slope of a-1 41 We checked the goodness-of-fit between the estima~d power-law distnbuuon and the dallL The power-law dutnbuuon IS a plaus1ble model of the data. Please note, however, thai thu I S also ~ for olhcr heavy-tailed d!stnbuhons which can therefore not be rejected as plansible models 42 The Srebreruca massacre was excluded from the data before esrunaung 11S butoncal probability. 
Forecasting violent events in Syria
Based on this principle, ing use of the Syrian Shuhada 
